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PREFACE 
Prior to completion of the Kerr-McClellan Arkansas River Navigation 
System in 1971, the Stigler coal was. being. mined at J>ne locality within 
th,e study area. With completion of.the navigation system, low.-cost, 
high volume transportation has placed coal'along the navigation.system 
in a competitive position with other,fuels in areas·that can be reached 
by barge transport. A second mining operation has begun extracting the 
Stigler coal since CQmpletion of the ·navigation .system. 
The advantages of gas over conventional fuel uses of.coal, coupled 
with an increasing demand and dwindling reserves of natural gas, has 
intensified interest in cqal gasification. The Oklahqma Geological Sur~ 
vey is present;:ly committed to locating 100 million tons of recoverable 
coal for the purpose of supplying a gasification plant.· These develop-
ments enhance the .attr~ctiveness of coal exploration in areas such as 
outlined in this study. 
The purpose of this study is.essentially twofold: (1) determine 
depositiol)al environments in the . intel;'val of the Stigler coal and·. to 
attempt to show the relationship of.coal occurrence to the overall sedi-
mentologic framework; and (2) determine the distribution and quality of 
strippable reserves and outline; those·areas most favorable .for surface 
mining. 
The writer wishes to thank Dr. Tommy B, Thompson for serving as 
thesis advisor aI).~ for his invaluable assistance and supervision, and 
especially, for allowing maximum latitude in subject ·approach; scope, 
iii 
research, and prepara.tion of the manuscript. Thank!:!, also, to. Drs, Jo-hn 
W. Shelton and John D. Naff who served on the author's committ~e, helped 
with environmental interpretations, and made many helpful suggestions. 
Appreciation is expressed to. the following individuals and organi-
zations: Dr~ S. A. Friedman and Dr. Char.les Mankin of .the Oklahoma 
Geological Survey, for arranging .anaJ,.yses of coal samples collected by 
the al,lthor; Mr. Frank W, Podpechan of the Sierra Coal.Corporation, for 
financial assistance and data; Mr. T. A. Hall and Mr. Murr.ell, Thomas' of 
Kerr-McGee Corporation, for data; ·Mr, Lawson Jackson of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, for data. 
The author owes a specia.l debt of gratitude t9 his wife, Judy, whose 
sacrifices were essential to completion of this thesis, and to .fellow 
graduate students, Mr. ·Mark Holtzclaw and Mr. John Ross, whose encourage-
ment and suggestions were both helpful and provided levity. when perspec-
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The study area inclu4es approxiltlately 825 sq mi in all or part•of 
31 townships in Haskell, Le Flore, Mcintosq., and ~uskogee Counties. 
The Stigler .coal is included in.the McAlester Formation, Krebs 
Group, Desmoinesian Sertes, Pennsylvanian Systei!l, The study ipterval. 
consists of the middle 2/3 of .the McAlester Formatio~. The stratigraphic 
section is characterized by alternating, pre,dominant shale and subordi-,. 
nate sandstones. The study.interval thickens southeastward into the. 
Arkoma Basin from less than 150 ft in the northwest corner.of the study 
area to nearly 500 ft across southern H,askell and northwestern Le'Flore· 
Counties. 
The shale units are.primarily marine clay-shales and secondarily 
silty prodelta and carbonaceous I11&rs~ and swamp units. The sandstones. 
vary from medium- to very fine-grained, moderate to well sorted, feld-
spar- and lithic"':"_rich quartzarenites. overall, general paleocurrent 
trend is east-southeastward. The sandstone facies are-characterized by 
widely spaced lenticular channel sandstones with erosional bases-and 
more widespread, thin bedded, interchannel sand"Stone-s. with_gradational 
contacts. 
In general, that part of the McAlester Formation included in the 
study interval within the·study area can be.best described as a distal, 
mud-dominated, sequence of marine sha+e and sandstone, prodelta and in~ 
1 
2 
terdb·tributary silty shales, and delta fringe. and dis tributary sand-
stones; representing an eastward prograding lobe of a large deltaic com-, 
plex to the west and northwest, 
The presence of numerous thin coal.s·and underclays, including the 
Stigler coal, in marine shales indicates periodic; abrupt sea.level 
changes. 
Three groups of the bituminous cl_ass are represented by the Stigler 
coal: (1) high volatile A bituminous, (2) medium volatile bituminous, 
and (3) low volatile bituminous, The· Stigler ,coal is clas.sified as · a 
banded coal composed primarily of vitrain and secondarily of attritus. 
Thickness varies from 11 to 32 inches within the study area. Sulfur 
content is important•economically and varies from less than 1 percent to 
over 5 percent, Ash content varies from 2.6 to 11.6 percent and closely 
parallels the distribution of sulfur. 
Estimated recoverable reserves total over 50 million tons. Reserves 
are differentiated generally according to possible utilization based on 
sulfur content. Utilization is divided into two groups: (1) suitability 
for CG1-rbonization and (2) suitability for.general fuel use. 
CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION 
The· study area is located in east-central Oklahoma, southeast·· of 
Tulsa and west of Fort'Smith, Arkansas. It includes approximately 825 
sq mi in all or part .of 31 townships in Haskell, Le Flore, Mcintosh and 
Muskogee Counties (Fig, 1), Stigler is the largest town within the study 
area and the county seat of Haskell County,. Smaller towns include Keota, 
McCurtain, Porum, Warner, and Webbers Falls. Communities and smaller 
settlements are Briartown, Hoyt, Whitefield, L.equire, TB.l;llaha, and Cowl-
ington, 
Objectives and Methods 
The purpose of this study is to provide a regional appraisal and 
detailed reconnaissance of favorable areas for extracting the Stigler 
coal by surface mining methods and to show the distribution of the qual-
ity and quantity of remaining strippable reserves.and to classify these 
reserves generally according to suitability of use,. A corollary objec-
tive .is to show the position of the.Stigler coal in the overall sedimen-
tologic framework and to attempt to show the.relationships of deposition-
al.controls on the quality and quantity of coal reserves within the area 
of investigation, The basic approach to this problem is fourfold: (1) 
determine depositional environments in the sedimentary interval of the 
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reserves; (2) attempt to. project these relationships to areas of limited 
or no control as an exploration tool; (3) approximate total reserves. 
within the study area according to quality and suitability to use; (4) 
outline those areas which appear most favorable for surface mining meth-
ods of extraction •. 
This study relies heavily upon pre-existing published and unpublish-
ed data. The first step was the compilation of existing geologic mapping 
into a generalized geologic map of the study area (Fig. 2). The second 
step was outcrop study supplemented by core descriptions, both of which 
are recorded graphically on forms designed by Shelton (1963) specifical-
ly for sedimentologic study (Appendix A), The third step was collection, 
compilation, and plotting of data pertaining to c9al thickness and qual-
ity, The last step is the calculation of strippable reserves by cate-
gory and the locating of favorable areas for stripping. 
Previous Investigations 
Published accounts of investigations of coal resources in south-
eastern Oklahoma date from the late 1800's. Chance (1890), Drake (1897); 
Taff and Adams (1900), and Taff (1899, 1901, 1902, 1905) were among the 
first to make reconnaissance studies and describe the geology, Detailed 
mapping progressed more slowly, Wilson (1935) described and named sev""". 
eral units within the present study area and later (Wilson, 1937) mapped 
parts of Muskogee and Mcintosh Counties. Oakes and Knechtel (1948) 
mapped and described the geology of Haskell County. Knechtel (1949) 
mapped and described the geology of northern Le Flore .County. Master's 
candidates have more recently remapped in greater detail the original 
mapping by Wilson (Coleman, 1958; Stine, 1958; Gregware, 1958; Webb, 
6 
1957). Investigations concerning characteristics of the Stigler coal 
are almost non-existent. Published thickness data are the most complete 
but are confined primarily to northern and western Haskell County. Pub-
lished coal analyses from several pul:)lications are listed and referenced 
in Appendix'B •. No previous published material attempts to interpret the 
relationship between distribution of constituents in Oklahoma.coals and 
possible geological controls except for percentage fixed carbon (Hend~ 
ricks, 1935). Published data on reserves are even more exiguous. The 
most recent and realistic estimate of coal resources in Oklahoma.is by 
Trumbull (1957). Trumbull summarized estimated remaining reserves by 
rank, county, and coal bed. Trumbull.makes no attempt to estimate re-
coverable reserves by surface mining methods which is one of the primary 
objectives of this study. 
CHAPTER III 
STRATIGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY 
This study is primarily concerned with the Stigler coal; therefore, 
discussion is arbitrarily limited to a relatively thin stratigraphic in~ 
terval, The discussion of system, series, groups, and formations is 
brief and intended only as a framework.to define the studied interval, 
Pennsylvanian System 
The Pennsylvanian System in Oklahoma is very nearly complete, Rocks 
representative of all major .divisions of the Pennsylvanian System crop 
out in the Arkoma Basin.or on the Oklahoma Platform, Rocks that crop 
out within the study area are Middle Pennsylvanian in age and are in-
cluded in the Atokan and Desmoinesian Series, 
The stratigraphic section thickens southward and eastward into the 
Arkoma Basin where Atokan and Desmoinesian rocks may total 15,000 ft, 
The section is predominantly shale with subordinant sandstones and thin 
coal beds, Limestones are conspicuous only in .. their absence, 
The·studied interval is in the Desmoinesian Series; therefore, fur-
ther discussion is limited to rocks of Desmoinesian Series, The Des-
moinesian Series in Oklahoma is generally correlative to upper Potts-
villian and Alleghenian Series of the Appalachian region and to the 
Strawn Series in Texas, The Desmoinesian is generally the accepted 
series name in the Mid-Continent and Cordilleran regions, 
7 
Desmoinesian Series 
The Desmoinesian Series in Oklahoma .is·divided into the Krebs, 
Cabaniss, and Marmaton Groups. Only the Krebs and lowermost Cabaniss 
Groups are present in the eastern Oklahoma part of the Arkoma Basin, 
8 
and only the Krebs Group and underlying Atoka.Seties crop out within the 
study area, Table I is a correlation chart of the Desmoinesian Series 
in Oklahoma showing the groups and formations in the Arkoma Basin.and on 
the Oklahoma.Platform, 
Krebs Group 
The rocks of the Krebs Group are.predominantly shale. Sandstones· 
are lenticular and individual .. sandstone beds are seldom· continuous lat-
erally, although intervals containing sandstone apvear to maintain con-
tinuity over considerable areas. Reasons for this are discussed in 
Chapter IV. The Krebs Group attains a max;imum thickness of 8000 ft 
(Oakes, 1953) near Poteau, Oklahoma, and thins northward to about 500 
ft in the northwestern part of the study area, 
In the Arkoma Basin and the.Oklahoma Platform (Table I) the Krebs 
Group is divided into the Hartshorne, McAlester, Savanna and Boggy For-
mations; in ascending order, 
McAlester Formation 
The McAlester Formation was named by Taff (1899), presumably from 
outcrops near McAlester, Taff described the interval as consisting of a 
three part series: the lowest 800 ft is almost.entirely shale; the mid-
dle division consists of 500 ft of section .with three to four sandstone. 
beds separated by shales 100 to 200 ft thick; the upper division consists 
TABLE·! 
GROqPS AND FORMATIONS OF TH~ DESMOINESIAN SERIES, 
































of 700 ft of shale with the McAlester coal approximat;ely 50 ft .above its 
base. Although the McAlester Formation varies considerably in thickness 
from the type locality in.Pittsburg Cou~ty to and within the study area, 
Taff's description.easily fits th~ general lithologic sequence of .the 
McAlester Formation in the latter area. In present usage the base of 
the McAlester Formation is the.top of the.Upper Hartshorne coal (Branson, 
1956) and the upper contact is the.top of the first shale·unit above the 
Keota Sandstone (Oakes and Knechtel; 1948). As described previously.for 
the major divisions.of the Pennsylvanian System in·the Arkoma Basin, the 
McAlester Formation thins northward from approximately 2800 ft near Red 
Oak, Latimer Goun.ty (Hendrickei, 1939), to about 280 ft in the northern 
i 
part of the study area (Stine, 1958) •. 
Wilson (1935) and Newell (1937) first published names of .the various 
10 
members of the McAlester Formation. These names are listed in Figure 3, 
a diagrammatic.section of the McAlester Formation. Only those.members 
indicated.in the study interval, are discussed further. 
Overall, the study interval (Fig. 3) is a relatively uniform south-
. eastward thickening wedge of sandstone and shale; however, the sandstones 
are lenticular and.usually increase in thickness at the expense of the 
intervening shales. In general, the studied interval increases in.thick~ 
ness from less than 150 ft in the.northwestern corner of the study area 
to nearly 500 ft in southern Haskell and northwestern.Le Flore Counties. 
The diversity of opinions of what are correlative mappable units 
and the discontinuity of several members obscure stratigraphic relation-
ships (Newell, 1937; Knechtel, 1949; Oakes and Knechtel, 1948; Stine, 
1958). No characterization of a member at one locality can be extended 
over the entire study area. The. following member descriptions represent 
a limited number of observations at localities of the better exposures 
where the more important sandstone characteristic~ such as contact re-
lationships, vertical grain size changes, bedding characteristics, and 
sedimentary structures and their associated directional features can be 
seen •. Each of the remaining unnamed shale members separating the sand~ 
stone.is treated with the.underlying sandstone except the shale interval 
containing the Stigler coal which is discussed separately in a manner. 
similar to tha~ treatment·given for the sandstone members. The·reason 
for this procedure is that the shale intervals weather easily and are 
either poorly exposed or not exposed at all, whereas recent stripping 
operations for the Stigler coal have created exposures in the overlying 
shale that afford opportunity .for study. 








Lequtre Sandstone Study interval: from the ~ase 
of the Warner Sandstone to 
11 




Fig. 3.-Generalized diagraminatic section of the McAlester For-
mation 
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forms prominent escarpments where it crops out, but locally topographic 
expression is much subdued. The Warner.Sandstone varies considerably in 
both thickness and character across the area,. The Warner can best be 
described as a·complex interval containing two notably different genetic 
sequences. These.are shown.graphically in Section 2. The lower sequence 
is made up of a system.of·widely spaced channels with maximum thicknesses 
of 63 ft in Muskogee County, 50 ft in Haskell County (Sections 8, 9, and 
10), and 150 ft in ~e Flore County just southeast of the study area 
(Knechtel; 1949), Most of this lower sequence seems to maintain a .thick-
ness which laterally varies only from about 10 to 20 ft. The base.is 
conunonly gradational, although minor channeling contributes to local 
sharp lower contacts.' Interbedding of fine- to upper fine-grained.sand-
stone and friable siltstone is also common in this lowersequencebetween 
channels. Primarily from topographic·expression, the major channels do 
not appear to exceed 1/'2, mile in width whereas the th.in interchannel 
sandstone.seems to be present over.most of the area. 
Medium-scale cross-bedding and accretiona:ty.bank-slope·structures 
(initial dip) predominate in the major channels with subordinate small-
scale cross~bedding, rib-and-furrow, and parting lineation, near the top 
where the sandstone is finer.grained. The interchannel sandstone ex-
hibits small-scale cross-bedding and less connnonly, medium-scale cross-
bedding corresponding to incl;'ease in grain sizes. A few localities show 
parallel ripples and distorted bedding, 
The channels show an overall upward decrease in grain.size from. 
upper fine- to very fine-grained·. sandst6ne with an occasional thin zone 
of lower· medium-grained sandsto.ne, Figut;'e 4 provides a visual record. of 
texture and constituents. Chert fragments are very conunon, usually 
1 nnn 
Fig. 4.-Photomicrograph of the Warner Sandstone from 
the lower channel sequence. The feldspar-
rich quartzarenite is composed of subangu~ 
lar, fine-grained, well-sorted quartz (q), 




greater than 5 percent, and feldspar and other rock fragments make up 
about 5 percent of the sandstone. By McBride's (1963) classification of 
common sandstones, this sandstone would be classified as a feldspar-rich 
quartzarenite, Sideritic clay-9rapes are abundant along with local 
scattered sideritic concretions (clay-ironstone), Thin intr,afonnational 
clay-pebble conglomerate zones are present along with .abundant wood 
fragments and carbonaceous zones, Calcareous cement 'is present locally 
within the Warner Sandstone in addition to finely crystall:i,.ne siderite 
that is almost universally present in sandstones of the McAlester For-
mation, 
A sufficient quantity of paleocurrent <la.ta was not collected to 
justify statistical treatment, but observed sediment transport directions 
generally are eastward or southeastward, Figure 5 is a .reconstruction 
of possible channel distri,.butions in the lower Warner. sequence and is 
not intended to show the exact distribution but is given for comparison 
with the distribution of other sandstones in th,e McAlester Formation,. 
The-upper sequence of the Warner complex differs considerably from 
the lower sequence, Its approximate limits are better defined, at least 
no:t;'th of the.Canadian.River, and its characte:t;'istics are less variable, 
Lateral contacts were not observed nor was the upper co.ntact·clearly: 
observable, but the lower contact·is erosional and locally contains a. 
clay-pebble conglomerate. The sandstone crops out in a southeast .trend-
ing band at least 26 miles long, Width varies from 7 to 10 miles al-
though continuity is not demonstrable everywhere within this band (Fig, 
6), Maximum thickness is approximately 35 ft near Warner·anq. its north-
ern boundary, The interval appears to thin southward, although this may 
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Fig. 5.-Reconstructed, inferred channel distribution and 
trends in.the lower.Warner·Sandstone sequence. 
Paleocurrent directions are shown by arrows. 
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change in thicl,{ness, Near its .southern. boundary .in T 10. N, R 20 E it· 
appears to be only 5 to 7 ft thick. Characteristics are remarkably uni-· 
form throughout the area of development: The lower 1/2 to· 2/3 of the . 
section is characterized by medium-scale tabular cross-bed sets up to 
30·inches thick which in local vertical sections show low variability in 
foreset dip direction, commortly les:;; than 20° (Fig, 7), . The upper 1/3 
to· 1/2 . is chc1.ract:erized by penecontemporaneously deformed beds, incluc;l-
ing recu,mbent'foresets (Fig, 8), convolute bedding, and·diapiric.struc-
tures, Paleocurrent directions are southeastward and are shown on 










R 20 E 
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R 22 E 
I 
Fig, 6. -Reco.nstructed, inf erred channel trend of the uppel' 
· Warner Sandstone .sequence. Paleocu:i:rent, direc...:.. 
tions are shown, by arrows.• 
spar, rock· fragments, .and cl?,ert are present; as the:y are,, in·. all, the . 
sandstones within ,-the McAles.ter ,Formation, in .subordinate amounts of .,5 
to J,.O percent, Vertical changes in grain size are not obvious.but l.oca:J,.-
ly show a.slight upwatd fining. Figure 9, althqugh.not representative 
of typical intergrairl relationships becc\use. _the thin-s.ect:i,on was made ·. 
from a well-c.emented . concretionary zone, .show· grain size, shape, and. 
cqnstituents. Normally, this sands.tone · is . soft, friable; and . moderately 
sorted. 
The· overlying shale which is cove.red for the most 'part, C<[>ntains in· 
southe;n Muskoge,e County sever.al thin, lenticular sandsto'!les .which ate .. 
included in a 1,ter discu.ssion of.the Cameron-Lequire interval, ID: 
Haskell.Coun1;:y the interval is cqvered, but Sections '8, 9, -and 10 show 
Fi g . 7. - Medium scale, tabular cross-bedding in the 
upper channel sequence of the Warner Sand-
stone. View northward. 
17 
Fig. 8.-Recumbent forests, a type of penecontemporaneous soft-
sediment deformation in the upper channel seque~ce of 




Fig. 9.-Photomicrograph of the Warner Sandstone from the upper chan-
nel sequence, The feldspar- and lithic-~ich quartzarenite 
is composed of rounded .to angular, moderately sorted, 
medium-grained quartz (q), feldspar (f), rock fragments. 
(rf), and chert (c). Plane pqlarized . light, Matrix is 
iron-stained carbonate, probably siderite. 
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the approximate thicknes.s in that area. !ti northwes·tern Le Flore County. 
(Section 11) only shale is present in the int.erval fro.m the Warner Sand-
stone to the base of the Stigler coal~ That part of the shale interval 
correlative with .the shale section overlying the Warner Sand.stone else-
where is not known~ By interpolation the correlative intetval.is about 
the same thickness as shown in, Sections .8, 9, ,and 10. The interval con-:o 
s.ists of gray, fissile, micaceous shale containing marine fauna. 
Lequire Sanq.~tone and Overlyins Sha.le. The Lequire Sandstone has 
many characteristics in common with the lower channel and, interchannel 
sequence of the Warner Sandstone. Like the War11,er Sandst9ne, the.Lequire 
Sandstone.at different localities has different characteristics. Two 
notable areas are NWl/4 NEl/4 Sec. 31, T 8 N, R 20 E (Section 4) and· 
SWl/4 Sec. 28, T 9 N, R 20 E (Section 5). At the former local.tty .the 
Lequire Sandstone is characterized by interbedded and·interlaminated very 
fine sandstone or siltst.one and silty shale, exhibiting fla.ser ·bedding 
(Fig. 10), small-scale cross-bedding, parting lineation (poorly develop-
ed and commonly distorted), convolute bedding (Fig. 11), tracks, trails 
and a few small vertical burrows.• Vertical cha1;1ges in grain size are 
not obvious. An apparent slight upward and downward fining from the 
middle is ma.sked by the numerous interbedded eha1es. The upper contact 
is obviously gradational. The lower contact seems. sharp, but this fea-
ture is evidently the. result of loading the underlying unconsolidat.ed 
mud with silt rather.than any type of scour or erosion prior .to deposi-
tion of the silt. 
At the locality of Section 5 the Lequire has the same characteris-
tics as the channels in the lower Warner sequence. The base is erosion-
al. Present near the base are clay pebbles and cob~les along with car-
Fig. 10.-Flaser bedding in the Lequire Sandstone. View 
westward. 




bon:l.zed imp:ressions of wood. fragments. Sand-fille.d casts of log frag-
ments up.to 6 ft. long are.also present •. Texturally and mineralogically 
this facies of .the Lequite Sandstone approximates the comparable.Warner 
facies; namely, .an upper fine-grained, well. sorted, feldspar-rich quartz-
arenite. There is an:obvious upward dec;ease in grainsize. The.lower 
3/4 of the sect,;i.on is ch~racterized by init.ial :dip, hor,izontal b~dding 
and; le.as commonly, medium-scale. cross-bedding. Rib-and~furrow. and . . 
.parting lineation c~aracteri,ze the fin.er sandstone near the top of the 
section. Paleocurrent directions and sandston~ distributions indicate 
' an, eastern sediment transport ,direc.tion. These are shown in Figure 12. 
Sections· 8, 9, -and 10 indicate a considerable increase in thickness 
eastward from th.e locality of .Section 5. These sections als,o indicat.e · 
lateral extension of tb.e thicke.r sandst<me section across .T 8 N, R 21 E. 
This vertical and .. horizontal inc;rease · in ,sandston~ is indicative of con-
struction of a multilateral and multistoried complex. Southward and 
eastward from this point the Lequire thins anc;J is represented by 10 to 
40 ft of ·interbedded and interlami,natad very fine sandstone and silt-
stone, rippied, calcareous, .burrowed .in 'places, and commonly has grada-
tiQnal upper. and lower -contacts~ Northward from T 8 .. N, R 21 E., the Le-:-
quire thitis along with the underlying shale until it is no, longe:r st_ra-
tigraphically distinct, and. is th,;m mapped with :the Warner Sandstone. 
The sl;lale between the Lequire Sandstdne and overlying Stigler. cdal 
thins northward and westward·from about 50 ft in southern Haskell County 
(Sections 8, 9; and 10) an in.determinant thick,ness (possibly 75 ft) in 
western .Le· Flore County (Section 11), to 20 ft· .or less in :Muskogee. and 
Mcintosh Counties (Sections 1, 2, and 3)~ 
This ·interval contains ·the Cameron .Sandstone which is mapped as .a 
RIIE R II E R 20 E -
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T I ,"" '../""\,,.., 10 N ,~· ' 
Figure 12.-Reconstructed, inferred channel.distribution and 
trends of the Lequire Sandstone. Paleocurrent· 
directions are shown by arrows. 
distinct unit over much of northern Le Flore anq Has~ell Coun~ies and 
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informally in Muskogee and northeastern Mcintosh Counties, The Cameron 
Sandstone is given member status in previous studies (Wilson, 1935) al-
though.most :writers concede that·it .is iiscontinuous and, therefore, 
not necessarily a dist:1,nct mappable unit. (Oakes and Knechtel, 1948; 
Knechtel, 1949). It is. shown as a distinct unit soutli of the Canadian 
River but is mapped as Cameron-Lequire undivided.nortl;t of the Canadian 
River (Fig. 2). South .. of the Canadian River the Cameron consi.s.ts of· 
only a few feet of fine-grained, osci.:Llation ripple-marked, thin--bedded . ,' ' ' 
and laminated, 'small-scale cross..:.bedded sang.stone, with occasional bur ... 
rows, tracks and,trails. The same characteristics are generally exhibit .... 
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ed northward in Muskogee County; however, Stine (1958; Section ·3·) re-
ports a local thickness exceeding 15 ft in SEl/4, T 10 N,R.19 E; In Ts 
10 and 11 N, R 20 E additional thin lenticular sandstones are present in 
the.interval. (Sect;ion 2). These seldom exceed 2 ft in thickness and are 
very lenticular, fine-grained, and are characterized by linguoid and 
rhomboid ripples. The intervening shales are silty and variegated, 
Paleocurrent 'directions are variable and may be bimodal. Thin section 
analysis· indicat.es a mineral suite comparable to those previously dis~ 
cussed for other members in the McAlester Formation, 
Stigler Coal and Overlying Shale, A discussion of the charact:e+is-
tics and di.stribution of the Stigler co.al is given in Chapter VI, The 
Stigler coal is entirely within a shale sequence that thins northwest-
ward. The rate of thinning is less in the interval above the coal than 
that below the coal~ Normally the Stigler coal has a well-developed 
underclay about 1 1/2 to 2 ft thick, but locally it is less than 1 ft 
thick, 
The shale interval from the Stigler coal to the base of the Tamaha 
Sandstone ranges from about 90 ft in southern Haskell County (Sections 9 
and 10) to 40 ft in the extreme northwestern corner of the study area, 
This same interval in eastern Haskell and northwestern Le Flore Counties 
(Section 11) is either over 200 ft thick or tne Tamaha Sandstone is ab.,-
sent. The latter is probably the case since there is no sandstone in 
that.interval cropping out farther south, 
One of the most important determinations in this study is the· 
character of the .rock immediately above the coal. Observations. were .. 
limited by the lack of good exposures above the coal, Although many 
strip pits and prospects have been made along the outcrop most are weath-
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ered or filled with water; therefore, observations are.from present 
mining operations, the more recently abandoned operations and from cores. 
The Garland Coal .. and Mining Company is presently operating northeast of 
Stigler in.Sec. 33, T 10 N, R 21 E;, and the Sierra Coal Corporation .is· 
operating northeast of Porum in Sec1 13, T 11 N, R 19 E. Observations 
of core$ from Roberts. Kerr Loe~ and Dam (Section 11) supplement and 
substantiate findings from the active pits. Sect:ions. 1, 2, 3, 7 and 11 
show graphically in some detail the characteristics of.the rock above 
the Stigler coal; A notab+e r~lationsl:tip that seems valid is that of 
sulfur content'within.the coal to character of the overlying shale. 
Analyses of coal samples from the locality of Sections 1, 3, 7; and 11 
show sulfur contents less than 1 percent. The shale above the coal at 
these localities lack marine affinities. Analysis of coal.at the locale 
of Section 2 has a high sulfur content .(nearly 4 percent). Theshal~ at 
this locality has definite marine affinities which include marine fauna, 
a thin limestone, and a much lower content of carbonaceous matter. Lo-
cales not showing marine affinities normally contain abundant .carbonace.,.. 
ous matter above.the coal, numerous carbonized leaf and plant fragments 
and a lack of fauna. 
Northeast of Stigler (Section 7) approximately 22 ft above the 
Stigler coal is a thin fragmental algal limestone (Fig. 13) 1 to. 7 inches 
thick. This limestone rests immediat~ly upon a thin coal 1 to 4 inches 
thick col'!]monly referred to as the "rider vein". An underclay and roo.t- · 
disturbed zone underlies the thin co_al. Upward from this zone a few 
scattered pelecypods at1-d some other upidentif:i,ed type of fossil are found 
on the upper surface of side rite concretions.. Thirty-five ft above the 
"rider vein" is an aburtdantly fossiliferous · conc:i:eti·onary band containing 
1 mm 
Fig. 13.-Photomicrograph of fragmental algal limestone capping the 
"rider vein" 22 ft_ above the Stigler c.oal. Black mate-
rial between the alg$1 plates is .carbon$ceous matter. 
Plane polarized light. 
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crinoid fragments~ bryozoans, and pelecypods (Fig. 14). Tne shale a few 
ft above this zone·contains burrows (bioturbatad bedding); ·The bedding 
is increasingly bioturbated upward as the shale becomes.increasingly 
silty and micaceous. The bioturbated nature of the b•dding continues up-
ward.into the Tamaha Sandstone, 
Tamaha Sandstone, The Tamaha Sandstone has its best 'development 
nartheast·of Stigler in the vicinity of Tamaha. In that locale it is 20 
to 25 ft thick (Section 7). Northward from this area mapping is incom-
plete and the .Tamaha has not been described. Eastward, southward, and 
westward.the Tamaha thins until it is no. longer mapped. Near Tamaha the 
sandstone.is characterized by gradational upper and lower contacts, 
small-scale cross.;..bedding, some horizontal bedding, and a great 'deal of 
burrowing which has destroyed most other sedimentary structures. Tex-
turally, the Tamaha is composed of micace.ous, weakly calcite cemented, 
very-fine, well~sorted, predominantly quartz sand with finely divided 
carbonaceous mate;rial throughout. Outward from this area as the Tamaha 
thins it is more commonly interbedded and.interlaminated .with shale, is 
oscillation ripp~e-marked, and burrows are replaced by.tracks and trails. 
The Tamaha, like the Cameron, is not laterally co,ntinuous and commonly 
is not shown'locally on existing geologic maps. 
1 nnn 
Fig, 14.-Photomicrograph of fossiliferous concretion-
ary band in the shale interval between the 
"rider vein" and the Tamaha Sandstone, The 
zone contains detrital fragments of crin-
oids (c), bryo;oans (b), pelecypods, and 




Rocks of the McAlester Formation within.the study area are repre-,, 
sentative of several depositional environments, all·iD:terrelated within 
the overall sedimentologic framework, Interpretations are 'based upon 
the criteria outli~ed in.the preceding chapter and inferences.made from 
the work of others on sedimentary processes of c9rrelative and othe.r · 
Pennsylvanian strata in the Arkoma Basin, 
Most of the literature prior to 1960 alluded to a land mass some-
where south and east of the present Ouachita System supplying most, if 
not all, of the Pennsylvanian .sediment .. to the Arkoma Basin ,and north-:-
ward, Conunon, argu~ent~ at that time for a southern source incl.uded a 
higher.percentage of sand in·clastic ratios in the south, a southward 
increase.in thickness, and a greater number of marine limestones in the 
north, 
Busch (1953) recognized from sandstone distribution patterns and· 
geometry the presence of a deltaic distributary system in. the subsurface 
of central Oklahoma at the strat:i,.graphic.position of the McAlester For-
mation, This pattern strongly suggests a northern source (Fig, 15), 
Briggs (1963) in a paleocutrent study of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian 
rocks.in the Ouachita Mountains and Arkoma Basin noted that paleocurrents· 
indicate a southward.sediment transport direct:i,on for Pennsylvanian rocks 
in the Arkoma Basin. McDaniel (1968) interprets deltaic sedimentat.ion 
29 
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Fig, 15.-Subsurface delta distributaty patterns in the subsurface Booch Sandstone and their position 
relative to channels in the correlative Warner and Lequire Sandstone interval at outcrops 




in the Hartshorne Formation (innnediately beneath. the McAlester.Forma-
tion), with paleocurrents indicattve of sediment transport from an east-
ern or northeastern direction. Limited personal observations of a'sand-
stone in the Savanna Forma.tion (immediately above the McAl.ester Forma-, 
tion) near McAlester also suggests deltaic sedimentation and a northern 
source.for sediment. Visher (1968) demonstrates the presence of a large 
southeastward prograding deltaic sequence, represented by the Bluejacket 
Sandstone of the Boggy Formation. 
Observations made. in the course of this study substantiate the 
latter proposition; that.the ultimate source of sediment may have been 
to the north, although within the study area paleocurrent and channel 
tr.ends indicate the immediate source of sediment was to the west and 
northwest. 
Channels within _the lower. Warner sequence and the Lequire Sandstone 
are interpreted as deltaic distr.ibutaries. The sandy and· silty facies 
associated with these distributaries are considered to. be delta front, 
delta margin, deltaic plain; intercl,istribut;ary or natural levee environ-
ments. The Lower.Warner and Lequire.Sandstones represent two sequences 
of distal delta-.lobe progradation eastward from the delta-depocenter 
represented by-Busch's "Booch Delta" (Fig. 15). The upper sandstone· 
facies of tl;le Warner Sandstone is interpreted as an alluvial sequence 
which probably was deposited during maximum.regression. The thinness 
precludes development of a multistoried unit which possibly lends evi.;;. 
dence that the alluvial conditions existed a relatively short .time. 
The, Tamaha· San.dstone is interpreted as having been deposited in , a 
shallow marine environment. Gradati.onal contacts, thin-bedding, exten-
sive burrowing, calcite cement, and very-fine, well.;;.sorted sand is evi~ 
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dence .. fo:t interpretation of deposition in a·. shallow marine environment, 
In the area around Tamaha where the Tamaha Sandstone is 20 to 25 ft 
thick, the presence of extensive burrowing in ·sandstone with few shaley 
interbeds indicates accumulation of.sand more slowly than would be ex-
pected near a deltaic ·system where sediment influx is greatest, 
The Cameron ,Sandston~ has many of the same characteristics as·the 
Tamaha but is thinner and so poorly exposed in the ·study area that en-
vironmental interpretations cannot·be .made with confidence~ 
Fauna observed.in the. McAlester Format;ion were from shale intervals 
and incl'1de genera Aviculopec ten, Bell.erophon, Cymatospira, Euphemi tes, 
Goniasma, Nuculana, Nuculopsis, and Worthenia, all of which ai;-e'marine 
forms tolerant of salinity changes and turbid condition~. Gastropods and 
pelecypods are the most common, From fauna content and lithologic char-
acteristics the shale of the McAlester Formation within the study area 
is interpreted as being deposited primarily in a shallow marine environ-
ment and secondarily in prodelta, interdistributary, marsh, and swamp 
environments. 
Numerous thin coal beds attest to swampy conditions over much of 
the area at various times, The Stigler coal appears to have accumulated 
on a marine or prodelta mud surface.indicative of.a rapid regression. 
that,could have been caused by regional tec~onic activity or eustatic 
change in sea level, The Stigler coal is either immediately overlain by 
marine shale or by marsh or swamp carbonaceous shales which grade upward 
into marine units. The great number of underclay developments within a 
short stratigraphic interval beneath the Stigler coal. shown in Section 
11, in marine shales suggest abrupt relative sea.level changes. 
Overall, that part of the Mcl\,lester Formation included in the study 
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interval within,the study area can be best described a.s two distal, mud-
dominated, deltaic sequences which. prograded eastwa~d from a large del-
taic complex to the west and nqrthwest. 
The·two delta lobes represent cyclic sequeri.c~s which were probably 
generated by a combination of eustatic changes in sea level arid "channel~ 
shifts" and "delta-switching" farther west and upstream in, the main dis-
tributary. system. Th,e terms "internally" and "externally generated 
cycl,.es" are proposed by Colemanand Gagliano (1964) to express the nature 
of control for cyclic deposition. Internally generated cycles are pro-
duced by depositional processes such.as "~hannel-shiftsll and "delta.-
switching". Externally generated cycles are produced by regional tec~on-
ic activity or eustatic .sea level changes •. Externally generated cycles 
seem evident in ·the McAlester Formation fr.om the presence of .coal . and 
underclay .zones developed on marine mud surfaces. A possible sequence 
of events for deposition.of the St~gler coal.include a relatively rapid 
lowering of sea level with subsequent peat accumulation in a laterally 
continuous sheet geometry, followed by transgression.and deposition of 
swamp, marsh, and marine.muds •. Whether_the peat-forming material accu-
mulated during the transgressive phase, regressive phase or both during 
this abrupt cycle. is not known. Eustatic sea level changes could be re-
sponsible for these cycles. Wanless (1969) cites the. Lexington coal in 
Missouri, and the Mystic coal in Iowa as examples of coals accumulating 




Structureand topography, by virtue of their control.on overburden. 
depth, govern areal limi_t· that ·can be economically surface mined. Be-
cause the Stigler coal crops out within a shale.sequence and the over-
lying Tamaha·Sandstone only local+y creates much topographic.expression, 
structure is the more influential_consideration of the two in limiting 
stripping operations, 
Regionally, the study area is influenced by the Ozark tectonic. 
province and the Ouachita system (Arbenz, 1956; Fig. 16), Northof·the 
Canadian River the prevailing structural feature is.a regional. dip of 
0 about 2 west-southwest that is locally modified by a series of south-
west trending normal(?) faults and gentle,_ folds (Wilson, 1937), Accord-
ing to Wilson, joints.in sandstones north of the Canadian River "seem 
usually to be referable to two main systems, one.striking about.N 37° W 
and the other about N 85° E", Melton (1931) made joint studies. from 
Missouri to central Texas in Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks. Strike 
directions were of two sets: N 15° W to N 55° Wand N 35° E to. N 75° E, 
Strike sets measured by Wilson str:i,king northwest fit within Melton's 
first . set, but Wilson's northeast striking set ,is oriented more · east"" 
west than Melton's second set.. Melton interprets the joints along with 
other factors as indicating alate Permian or post-Permian regional up-
























11, 11111111 High angle normal or reverse fault. 
Hachures on downthrown side. 
+ + + + + High angle or low angle reverse 
fault. Teeth on upper plate, 
Anticline 
- - - - Syncline 
· After Arbenz, 1956 
Fig. 16:-Local and regional structural features 
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the Canadian River the area is characterized.by.doubly-plunging synclinal 
and anticlinal flexures. The folds are commonly. asymmetric, roughly 
parallel, and trend primarily northeast.,,southwest and secondarily east-
west. Fold intensity decreases northwestward away from the 0uachita 
system. Oakes and Knechtel ·(1948) believe that many of the numerous 
faults in Haskell County are associated with the folds. 
At least ·three tectonic styles seem evident. First, basin.subsi-
dence was probably charact.erized by growth faulting although no growth 
faults are specifically recognized within, the study area. Seccmd,. the 
folds are a.result·of compressional stress that produced thrust faults 
farther south. The structural grain of the folds, however, does not. 
conform to that of the thrust zone.directly south. If only.one episode 
of thrusting and folding with the maximum principle stress oriented in 
one direction was the case, th~n the structural grain within the thrust 
belt should conform more.closely to that of the folded belt. Possible 
explanations include multiple.episodes of compression with different 
orientations for the maximum principle.stress, or the orientation of the 
present folded structures could be conttolled by pre~existing basin con-
figuration and structural features which developed during basin subsi-
dence (Ra:i::ris and Zietz, 1962). A third structural style .is indicated 
by normal faults, particularly those downthrown to the south, superim-
posed on the folds. These faults developed after folding and may be a 
result of basin readjustment following Ouachita tectonic activity and/or 
regional uplift. 
The outcrop of the Stigler .coal in the study area is influenced 
primarily by eight"structu;ral features. From southeast"to northwest 
these includ~ the Milton anticline, Cowlington syncline, Kinta anticline, 
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Russellville syncline, Stigler syncline, and the Warner horst bounded on 
the southeast by the Porum syncline and, on the northwest by the Rattle-
snake Mountain.syncline. Numerous unnamed.faults are present •. Abso.lute 
displacement is not known for most of the faults but relative displace-
ment is shown in Figures 2 and 16. From outcrop patterns all the faults 
appear to have vertical displacements less than a few hundred ··feet; 
These faults limit ar.eas that could be surface mined·. For example, in 
T 9 N; R 23 Ethe outcrop of the Stigler coal is offset m6:i;'.e than 2 
miles; in the southwestern corner of T'll N, R 22 Ethe structural dips 
vary considerably on either side of the ,fault.; and in the Warner. horst 
the Stigler outcrop is displaced westward at least 6 miles. 
Of primary concern to this study is structural dip. As mentioned 
previou~ly, intensity of folding decreases northward and northwestward 
and dips become more gentle. In effect, the areal limit that can.be· 
surface mined generally increases in that direction, Quantitatively, in 
terms of reserves, the Stigler syncline and the Porum syncline are the 
most important structural features. Both are asymmetrical with steeper 
flanks to the northwest. The southeaste~n flanks have structural dips 
locally less than 1° •. These two areas alone contain the bulk of strippa-
ble reserves. This·fact demonstrates th~ importance of structure in de-
limiting areas where sufficient reserves warrant'surface mining. 
CHAPTER VI 
CHARACTERISTICS ANp CONSTITUEN:TS 
OF THE STIGLER ~OAL 
Coal , is Jormed froll\ accumula,tions of plant 're~a.ins_ modified by 
chemical, biologica.1, and physical proces~es during and after b.urial 
{Williamson, 1967). The characteristics and.constitution of.coal.are 
controlled by these.modifying processes. The pr~perties of 'the Stigler. 
coal are· likewise influenced by these, processes, bu~ (!lue to the_ limit~d 
scope of this study. no effort. is made to. correlate! the~e proces~es to. 
the properties of ·. the Stigler ·coal. Those .readers int~rested in the · 
origin, of ·coal are referred to White ~· &· (1913). 
The· primary purpose of this study relative to the proper.tie, of the 
Stigler coal is to. discuss the cluitacteristics and constituent$ that 
directly influence mining economics_. These are grouped unde.r ·four ·major 
h~adings: . classification; thickne·ss, sulfur cc.mtent; and ash content, 
That part under c+assificat:ion .concerning lithologic.clas~ and ,physical. 
components is >primarily of ac.ademic interest but sh~uld be · 1n~luded · in . 
any disuc"'_sion of coal clasiiiifica,tion. 
Classificat;ion . 
There. are many metho.ds of coal classificat::J_on. Practic.aily every. 
ch~ical and physical characteristic as well as commercial description 
has been proposed for. th_e clas-sifioation of coal. The most common alas.-
..,n 
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sification~ are by type, rank, grade, and components. These, in turn, 
are based upon chemical analyses and physical chara.cteristics. Classi-
fication by type may be according to. botanical evidence; age of.the 
coal, and general appearance (commonly banding). Classification by rank 
is based upon the percent fixed carbon, volatile matter, and Btu, deter-
mined from proximate analyses. Classifica~ion by grade is based upon 
calorific valuel ash content, ash-s<;>ftening temperature; sulfur content; 
ap.4 breaking characteristic~. Classification,by composition is based 
upon,megascopic or microscopic recognition of the various·components. 
This kind of classification is sometimes include4 with classification by 
type. Classification of,the Stigler coal in this study is limit~d to 
megascopic components and to rank, which is mos~ commonly used. 
Rank -
The classification by rank used in this study.is according to the 
American Society for Testing Materials (1971). This classification is 
reproduced in Table II, The basis for rank classification is the per-
centage of fixed carbon or volatile matter, and the calorific value ex-
pressed in British thermal units (Btu) per pound. 
Values used in the classification of the Stigler.coal are calcuiated 
from proximate analyses·(Appendix B) to the mineral-matter...,free basis 
using approximatiol'). formulas (ASTM, 19.71). 
Analyses indicate the Stigler coal over the entire area is of the 
Bituminous cla~s. Three groups are represented: low volatile bitumin-
ous, medium volatile bittlminous, and high v9latile A bituminous. The 
distribution of these groups is shown in Figure 17, The boundary between 
low and medium volatile bituminous coal corresponds to the 78 percent 
TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION OF COALS BY RANK 
Fixed Carbon Volatile Matter Calorific Value Limits 
Limits, percent Limits, percent Btu per pound (Moist 1 2 
(Dry• Mineral- (Dry,Mineral- Mineral-Matter-
Class Group Matter-Free Basis) Matter-Free Basis, Free Basis) Agglomerating 
-character 
Equal or 
Less Greater Equal or Equal or Less Greater Than Than Less Greater Than Than Than Than 
1, Meta-anthracite 98 . . . . . . 2 ... . .. 
I. Anthracitic 2, Anthracite 3 92 98 2 8 ... . .. non-
3, Semianthracite 86 . 92 8 14 ... ... agglomerating 
1, Low volatile bituminous coal 78 86 14 22 ... . .. 
2, Medium volatile bituminous coal 69 78 22 31 
i4'ooo! 
... Commonly II. Bituminous 3, High volatile A bi_tuminous .coal . . . . 69 31 ... . .. agglomerating 5 4, Hig!J volatile B bituminous coal . . . . . . . ... .. . 13.000 14 000 
5. High volatile C_bituminous coal . . . . . . . ... . .. 11 500 13 000 
10 500 11 500 agglomerating 
1, Subbituminous A coal -.... . .. . .. ... 10 500 11 500 
III, Subbituminous 2, Subbituminous B coal . . . . ... . .. . .. 9 500 10 500 
3, Subbituminous C coal 8 300 9 500 non-. . . . ... ... . .. agglomerating 
IV, Lign,i.tic 1. Lignite A . . . . ... . .. ... 6 300 8 300 2, Lignite B . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. 6 300 
1This classifi~tion does not include a few coals. principally nonbanded varieties, which have unusual physical and chemical 
properties and which come within the limits of fixed carbon or calorific value of the high-volatile bituminous and subbituminous 
ranks. All of these coals either contain less than 48 percent dry, mineral-matter-free fixed carbon or have more than 15.500 
moist, mineral-matter-free British thermal units per pound. 
2Moist refers to coal containing its natural inherent moisture but not including visible water on the surface of the coal. 
zif agglomerating, classify in low-volatile group of the bituminous class. 
Coals having 69 percent or more fixed carbon on the dry 1 mineral-matter-free basis shall be classified according to fixed car-
bon• regardless of calorific value, 
Sit is recognized that there may be nonagglomerating varieties in these groups of the bituminous class. and there are notable 
exceptions in high volatile C bituminous group. ~ 
0 
isocarb contour. The boundary between medium.and high volat~le A bit.-
um,inous cQal corresponds·to.the 69 percent isocarb contour. 
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Analyses .of samples from T · lZ N, R 18 E_ and T · 10 N, R 19 E are from 
weathered outcrops:and are not used for rank classification.in this 
st11,dy. 
Lithologic Class and.Physical Components. 
Te;rminology used in this 4iscussion i~ according to AS~ Sta~dard 
Definitions, Designation:. D 2796-69 (197+). All c~al may be .classified 
into two major classes, banded and nonbanded ._coa.L. Band_ed coal is de-. 
fined as coal that is conspicuously heterogeneous in composition and in-
cludes (1) ban4s·of vitrain of brilliant·lustet• (2) attrital bands of 
lesser luster and•of striated; granulose, or rdugh texture, and commonly 
(3) splinters, chips, and layers of fusain. · The banded class of coal .is 
the most common of coal classes:and is prevalent in;all ranks, although 
the,cont:rasts in banding ar~ less obvious in,tignite and meta-:'anthracite. 
Nonbanded coal is defined as.a coai having a consistent ·fine-grained 
texture, gray to. greasy luster; toughness, an_d tendency to .break in broad 
conchoidal fract.ure with wide spacing of joints. Nonbanded co.al never, 
has a.brilliant luster. It ·is formed.by sedimentax-y aggregation and 
diagenetic cqmpaction of pulverize4 plant'detritus. Its properties de-
pend on (1) the nature of the vax-ious organic.particles. present, (2) the 
amount of codeposited detrital minerals; and (3) its geologic.history. 
Nonbanded coal may.be subdivided into cannel coal an4 boghead coal. 
Banded cqal ~ay be.further subdivided by the thickness of the indi~ 
vidual bands. (Table III; Rose; 1945) • 
The-Stigler coal is obviously a banded coa:J.. The Stiglex- coal.in 
TABL.E III 
CLASSIFICATION OF COAL ACCORDI.NG TO BANDED STRUCTURE 
Designation 
Coarsely banded 












. . . . 
Bands not visiqle to 
naked: eye 
Both coarse and fine 
bands 
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Nonbanded (little or 
no lamination) 
Cannel anq boghead coals 
which break with con-
choidal·fracture 
T 11 N, R 19 E (Fig, ,18) is classified as a microbanded to coarsely-
banded coal, whereas in.T 10 N, R 21 E (Fig, 19), it is classifed as 
finely- to coarsely-banded coal, 
During the course of field work a classification based on ban~ing 
was used differing from that shown'in Table III, Three divisions were 
used: banding greater than 1 cm was classed as coarse; banding from 2 
IIDll to.1 cm was classed a~ medium; banding less than 2 mm was classed as 
fine, This system of classification is reflected in the graphic measured 
sections, 
The physical components.of the coal classes are also according .to 
ASffl definitions, The three primary components are·vitrain, fusain, and 
attritus or attrital·coaL Vitrain is defined as the.material .in coal· 
composing the shiny black bands that have brilliant luster, vitreous 
appearance and conchoidal.fract;ure. Vitrain is usually more closely 
Fig. 18.~Polished sec~ion .of Stigl~r &o~~ 
from Sec._ 13, ·T LI.. N, ·R il.9 E., 
finely-banded to m~c~pbanq~d. 
Darker banding is vitrai~, 
lighter bands l;ll'e t.L.ne).y di~ 
semi;nated pyrite band,s ,wii.~hif.n 
bands of att~i<tus a;nd. vitr{ltn. 
Fig. 19.-Polished section of .Stigler coal from 
Sec. 33, T 10 N, R 21 E. The thick 
black bands are vitrain, the lighter 




jointed than the other lithologic components in the sa.rl!.e bed. Fusain 
is defined as the material in coal that resembles charcoal, occurring as 
dull black chips, lenses or layers. Fusain is very friable except where 
mineralized and typically has a minute fibrous and porous structure. 
Attrital coal is the material composed of plant micrpfragments that oc-
cupy interstices between other lithologic coal components. Two compon-
ents commonly referred to but only generally considered here are clarain 
and durain., Dapples (1942) considers both to be attrital coals but that 
clarain is actually microstriated vitrain in an attrital groundmass. 
The lithologic composition of the Stigler coal'does'not vary great-
ly over the study area although the appearance may differ markedly. For 
example, cc;,al from T 11 N, R 19 E differs in physical appearance from 
coal in T 10 N, R 21 E and T 10 N, R 24 E. There are two reasons for 
the apparent difference: (1) the coal in T 11 N, R 19 Eis somewhat 
finer-banded and (2) higher sulfur content makes the dissimilarity in 
banded components much more perceptible. The relative .abundance of lith-. 
ologic components.remains about equal. 
Vitrain is the most abundant component and the most easily recog-
nized (Fig. 19). Vitrain·usually accounted for ovet' 80 percent of the 
components recognized. The remainder is primarily attritus. A few 
chips and wedges are tentatively ideqtified as fusain! 
Observations .were from polished sections made from "grab'' samples 
and from cleavage faces of the coal in place in the active pits. The 
percentage listed above generally shows relative abundance only, since a 
statistical analysis was not made. 
Thickness 
The thickness ·and areal'limit that can.be stripped determine the 
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reserves of the Stigler coal. All thickness data.on the Stigler coal 
are contained in·Appendix C, These data are.plotted Ol'I. Figure 20, a 
thickness map of the Stigler coal within the study area. All data points 
were used in construc:;ting the map but·in the interest of clarity, not. 
all of the data points are shown, 
The area of greatest thickness is northe~st of Stigler where the 
maximum recorded thickness ·is.32 inches. The overall thickest tr.end 
(corresponding to the 25 inch contour.in Figure.20) extends from east of 
Porum east-southeast and trifurcates nor.theast of Stigler. Sma:t.ler areas 
with more that) 25 inches thickness are in T 8 . N, R 19 E and T 8 N, R 22 E, 
The thinnest measurement made of definitely the Stigler coal, was 11 
inches in the extreme northwestern corner of the study area. Overall, 
the coal is thinnest in the northwestern corner and across the southern 
part of the study area. The reason for the thickn,ess distribution .is 
indeterminablewith the limited data available, This type.of evidence 
is probably contained in the coal anq. is not re$olvable from indirect 
evidence such as chemical analyses or megascopic ex~ination used in 
this study. 
Sulfur Content 
Sulfur is an.undesirable but economically impottant constituent of 
all coals. It apparently does not occul;' as free elemental sulfur but is 
present as a chemically bound organic combination of·the carbonaceous 
matter or in inorganic combination as pyrite or marcasite and as calcium 
and/or ferrous sulfate (Powell, 1921), These are referred to as organic, 
pyritic, and sulfate.sulfur, respectively. 
Little is known about organic sulfur in coal. Krevelen (1961) con-. 
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eludes that-organic sulfur compounds.are distributed uniformly through-
out·coal as part of its fundamental constitut;ion. Glus).{.oter and Hopkins 
(1970) report.that.organic sulfur; varies very little in Illinois coals 
whereas the changes in total -sulfur content reflect changes in the -- py-
ritic. content. Thiessen. (1945) and Wandless (1959) make the same general 
conclusion, as the total sul,fur content c~nges the organic;sulfur con\..' 
tent does also, but th_e rate of change is much less than. that of pyritic 
sulfur. Sulfate st,11fUJ:: usually is quantitatively unimportant. Gluskoter 
and Hopkins (1970) report a .mean. sulfa,te sulfut;" content .of Illinois coals 
of O. 08 percent and th_at values over O. 20 percent are rare. Thiessen. 
(1945) believes that·sulfate sulfur occurs in cqal only as a weathering 
product of pyrite. 
In this-study only the total sulfur content is considered. No ef.,.. 
fort'is made to differentiate the various, sulfur forms present in the 
Stigler coal although pyritic sulfur is readily visible in the high sul-
fur samples (Fig. 21). When considering production of high sulfur coals; 
there are two facts concerning the;forms of sulfur that must be taken 
into account: (1) organic and pyritic,sulfur are quantitatively the 
most·important and (2) onl~ pyritic,sulfur can be removed mechanically 
by.coal.,-cleaning processes and only when the pyrite partic~es are con-
centrated. Ordinary coal-washing processes will not -re.move finely dis-
seminated pyrite._ 
The origin of st,1lfur in cqal is debatable·. Confusion arises from 
the fact that there are several.forms of sulfur in cqal and there may be 
several origins for each form. Stutzer (1940) believes most of the sul-
fur had·its origin in the sulfur contained in the plant substances making 
up the plants. White et, al. (1913) attri]?uted high sulfur content in 
Fig. 21.-Polished section of Stigler ,coal from Sec. 1~, 




the Interior Basin.coals to submergence of peat-forming deposits under 
sea water and the subsequent action of ·bacteria.cori.tc;1.ined in the sea 
water. The relationship of.sulfur content and character of the overly.,-
ing roc\t is recogn:j.zed .. in many parts of the.world. In general, when. 
rocks overlying coal have marine affinities sulfur content of the coal 
is higher than when the overlying rock does not have marine affinities. 
This relationship is rec;,.ognized in coal.s of England and Pakistan 
(Francis, 1954), South Wales (Wandless, 1959), Russia, Germany, Austral,.,-· 
ia, Indiana, and Illinois (Gluskoter and Hopkins, 1970). 
This same relationship can be demonstrated with.the Stigler coal. 
As mentione4 previously (Chapter IV), where the Stigler coal has high 
sulfur content and can be observed in.fresh cuts (T 11 N, R·l9 E), the 
coal.is immediately overlain by a thiµ,limestone or calcareous shale 
containing marine fauna. In localities where analyses of coal samples 
show low sulfur content the overlying shale is characterized by abunc;lant 
carbonaceous matter including carbonized plant ·impressions and thin. 
(less than 1 mm) coal zones,· a.lack.of calcareous material irt the shale, 
and an absence of fauna. 
The distribution of sulfur in the.Stigler coal is shown·by.a sulfur 
isograd map (Fig. 22). This map was,used primarily as control for dif-,, 
ferentiating reserves by quality. Control points are widely spaced due·. 
to.the limited number of analyses made,on the Stigler coal~ More dense. 
conti;ol would probably indicate greater local.variation but might not. 
alter the overall, visualized, general distribution of sulfur. Obvious...;. 
ly, this map should be used strictly as a. guide and not as an inclica_tion 
of absolute sulfur values. 
One of the objectives of this study was to develop relationships of 
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coal quality to geologic attributes and attempt to project these rela-
tionships into areas where control is limited,or nonexistent. If the 
relationship of sulfur content to fuarine or non-marine rocks is valid, 
sulfur content can be.projected into areas where no analyses are avail-
able if outcrops.are diagnostic, This is attempted with difficulty in 
the study area because of poor outcrops. 
In S.ection 17, T .12 N, R 19 E, Wilson (1937) noted the presence of 
a calcareous shale cqntaining numerous marine fossils immediately over~ 
lying the Stigler coal. By using the criteria noted above, the Stigler 
coal should be higher in sulfur at this locality. Figure 22 is con-. 
sttucted to reflect this interpretation. These pits are now abandoned 
and flooded; therefore, a sample for analysis could not be obtained. If· 
surface mining is resumed at'this locality at .a future date, analyses 
should lend evidence to substantiate.or discredit the nature of super~ 
jacent rocks as a guide to sulf.ur content in, coal. Analyses are not 
available for the southern part of the study area and likewise; descrip-
tions of the.rock immediately above the c9al are scarce and/or not suf.,. 
ficiently detailed to be diagnostic. Coal in this area is arbitrarily 
considered to be low in,sulfur and is included in reserves (Chapter ,VII) 
with less than 1 percent sulfur, 
Sulfur content'of .the Stigler coal'within,the study area varies 
from less than 1/2 of 1 percent to slightly over 5 percent. Values ex-
pressed in Figure 22 and Appendix Bare for total sulfur content. In 
fresh samples from Sec. 13, T 11 N, R 19 E where sulfur content is high, 
pyrite is clearly observable. The sulfur occurs in nodules and len~es 
and as finely disseminated microbands (Fig. 21). In fresh samples from 
Sec. 33, T 10 N, R 21 E where sulfur content is l~ss than 1 .· percent 
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pyrite is neither visible megascopical,ly nor microscopically (Fig, 19), 
Ash Content. 
Ash is the solid residue remaining after complete combustion of 
coal. The ash content does not necessarily re~lect the solid residue in 
coal. It is derived from material ·in the coal that is changed, by heat 
and oxidation to form,ash. Ash forming.material may have been brought 
into the coal-forming peat as detrital matter, or may have been part of 
the original organically combined matter; or may have been emplaced by 
biologic activity soon.after coal-forming processes began, or may have 
been precipitated mineral matter carried in solution in percola~ing 
water, 
Stutzer (1940) in~icates that the main co.nstituents of ashes of . 
living plants, the alkalies, are found in only very small quantities in 
coal ashes. He postulates that the alkalies are either leached out or 
used repeatedly by succeeding generations of plants. Aluminum silicates 
are a source for the alkalies which are found in coal ash and they come 
from foreign mineral substances and not-from the plants. Frazier and 
Osanik (1969) indicate ash contents of recent peat deposits of the 
Louisiana coastal plain are extremely high, These values vary from 29.8 
percent, moisture-,free basis, to a high of 69, 2 percent,. This fact 
could be interpreted as meaning present-day peat accumulations ·along the 
Gulf coastal plain are not analogous to ancient peat.accumulations such 
as occurred during the Pennsylvanian Period. 
Like sulfur, the presence of ash in coal decreases the value. Ash 
is a diluent as well as sometimes being detrimental. The efficiency of 
furnace operation is lowered from 0.2 to 0,25 percent for each percent 
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of ash present in the coal (Stutzer, 1940). Other problems caused or 
contributed . to by ash content · include ''clinkering 11 , · adhesion of. slag to 
refractory walls, adhesion of.slag to grate bars, or destruction of metal 
parts by solution in slag components (Barrett, 1945). 
The ash content of the Stigler coal varies from 2.6 to 11.6 percent 
(Appendix B). These points are·plotted in.Figure 23, an ash isograd map. 
Similarity exists between.the sulfur isograd map and the ash isograd map. 
Since some.sulfur is left in incombustible form when coal is incinerated; 
the initial sulfur content .of coal'influences the total.noncombustible 
material. By this reasoning, the ash isograda should reflect the sulfur 
content to some extent. 
Analyses are not available for the southern part of ·the study area, 
and·like the sulfur, ash content is unknown. 
CHAPTER VII 
RESERVES AND UTILIZATION SUITABILITY-
Reserves.calculations,are based-upon,a reasonable estimate of near-
future.economic-sttippability. Total reserves are based upon a.stripping 
ratio of,50 ft of overbui;-den.to 1 ft, of coal without'rega;d to coal value 
or marketability. This stripping ratio can.nearly be.met, presently, 
where coking quality coal is produced. Reserves are differentiated 
gene_rally according to possible utilization ._based upon sulfur content. 
Possible uses are·arbitra,rily assignest to only two ·groups: (1) suita-
bility for carbonizat;ion ,(cok~ and coke.by-products manufacturing) and 
(2) suitability for general.fueLuse, _such as steam generation and gasi":" 
fication. 
Sulfur: The Disc;iminative Criterion 
The use in this study of-sul,.fur content as a single.criterion for 
determining utilization suitability is a _matter of simple el;J.minatio~. 
Rank.is not a.useful criterion for differentiation because.all three. 
ranks exhibited by the Stigler coal 'are commonly coaked (Rose, 1927)-. 
By ASTM Standards (1949), the.maximum amount of ash in.dry coal used for 
coking purposes is 9 percent. Since-the ash content closely:parallels 
that·of;sulfur in,the study area, duplication would result from using 
ash as a differentiating criterion. Calorific value _is·also nondiagnos-
tic,because of tne,uniformity throughout the study-area~ Petrographic 
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analysis in previous studies has been useful in determining coking char-
acteristics, Anthraxylon, .or vitrain, is the best coking constituent; 
on the other hand, fusain will not coke by itself, although it may coDi-
tribute to the strength.of the coke (Wilson.and Wells~ 1950), Again, 
this charactet'.istic ·. is not distinctive because the Stigler coal· is pri-
marily vitrain thrgughout the study area, Sulfur content, .on the other 
hand, changes considerably over the study area and low sulfur content is 
one of the special requirements fot; coal used in making coke (ASTM; 
1949). Therefore, by elimination, sul::l:ur content is the only remaining, 
easily determinable characteristic to u1;1e in.differentiat:lng reserves by 
utilization suitability. 
There are other characteristics affecting coking behavior of coal. 
These characteristics are generally physical characteristic~ that cannot 
be determined with confidence unless tested under·actual coking coudi-
tions and.are therefore.not considered here, They include plastic:l,.ty, 
swelling char~cteristics, agglutinating and agglomerating characteris-
tics, and bulk density, 
Many of the undesirable physical characteristics as well as some 
compositional characteristics can.be compeneiated for by blending differ-
ent coals (Davis ~· aL, 1944). Sulfur is not so easily handled.. ASTM 
specifications prescribe limits of .1.5 percent.sulfur in dry coke from 
gas.coals (high volatile coals), 1.3 percent in dry coke for blast.fur-
nace use, and 1.0 percent in dry coke for foundry use. These values are 
generally low for most coal.s; therefore, blending is nqt usually employ-. 
ed to.reduce sulfur.content, Consequently, high sul::1:ur content 'alone 
cc;,mmonly eliminates coal for coking utilization, 
Coal·suited to steam generation or gasification does not have uni-
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versally accepted restrictions placed on composition such as coking coal 
does. Composition an4 characteristics are normally cqnsidered by pur-
chaser and.seller in.contract agreements. 
Reserves and Estimation,Procedure 
In this study, reserves are.divi4ed into three groups: (1) less' 
than 1 percent sulfur; probably suitable for-manufacturing coke'and coke 
by-products; (2) between 1 and 2 ., percent sulfui::, possibly suited to coke· 
and coke by-product manu.f acture. as · individual analyses. may d~ctate or 
for blending'.with high sulfur coals used for steam'generat:ion in areas 
where local laws prohibit use.of·high sulfur coals; (3) more than 2·per-
cent sulfur, suited to. general fuel.use. These are-tabulated by town-
ship (Table. IV) • · 
The method employed in eEJtii;nating reserves taltes into·account thick-
ness of the . coal, weigl\t of the . coal, sulfur content, and ·overburden .. 
thickness. As mentione4 previou~ly, a stripping ratio,of·SO ft of,over-:-
burden to 1 ft of coal'limits the down-dip extent: of strippablereserves 
(Fig. 24). The coal was assµmed to. have a specific gravity of 1.32, or 
a weight of l,800 tons per acre-ft (Trumbull, 1957). Fi~ure 20 (coal 
thickness map), Figure 22 (sulfur isogr~d map), and Figure 24 (prospect. 
map) were integrated to determine the,limits of-parameters·usec;i in.making 
reserves calctllatio~s~ 
The total strippable reserves within th.e study area and the totals 
by sulfur content:are shown'inTable V. The 80 percent recoverability 
factor is arbitrarily assigned. Friedman. (1971) indicates ..• 80 percent 




RECOVERABLE RESERVES BY·TOWNSHIP BASED ON· SULFUR CONTENT 
T9wnship Sulfur Content Total Recovetable Reserves 
(Percent) Tonnage .. (80% Recovery Factor) 
T 7 N, R 19 E < 1 171,500 137,200 
T 8 N, R 19 E < 1' 814,600 651,600 
T 8 N, R 20 E < ·.l 1,357,700 1,086,160 
T 8 N, R 21 E < ,1 2,098,500 1,1qa,800 
T 8 N, R. 22 E < 1 3,087,000 2,469;600 
T 9 N, R 19 E < 1 1,200,500 960,400 
T 9 N, R 20 E 
,, 
< 1 571,600 4:57,280 
1-2 1,505,400 1,204,320 
> 2 1,362,50© 1,090,000 
T 9 N, R 22 E < 1 5,502,400 4,401,920 
T 9 N, R 23 E < 1 387,300 309,840 
T 9 N, R 24 E < 1 1,357,700 1,086,160 
T 10 N, R 19 E > 2 5,597,700 4,478,160 
T.10 N, R·20 E > 2 952,800 762,240 
T 10 N, R 21 E < 1 1,857,900 1,486,900 
1-2 4,373,300 3,498,640 
T 10 N, R 22 E < 1 856,500 685,200 
1-2 2,667,800 2,134,240 
> 2 4,764,000 3,811,200 
T 10 N, R 23 E > 2 190,600 152,480 
T 10 N, R 24 E < 1 476,400 381,120 
T 11 N, R 19 E > 2 10,049,600 8,039,680 
T 11 N, R 20 E > 2 2,024,700 1,619;760 
T 11 N, R 21 E > 2 495,500 396,400 
T 11 N, R 22 E > 2 '1,572,100 1,257,680 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Township Su:l,.fur .Content To.tal Recoverable Reserves 
(Percent) Tonnage (80% Recovery Factor) 
T 12 N, R 18 E < 1 595,500 476,400 
> 2 452,600 362,080 
T 12 N, R 19 E 1-2 333,500 266,800 
> 2 1,762,700 1,410,160 
T. 9 N, R·21 E < 1 4,459,100 3,567,280 
1-"'2 833,700 666,960 
TABLE V 
TOTAL RESERVES BY SULFUR CONTENT 
Sulfur Content Total Reserves ·Recoverable Reserves 
(Percent) (in Place) (80% Recovery Factor) 
< 1 24,794,200 19,835,360 
1-2 10,166,300 8 ,133,040 
> 2 28.772.200 23.017.760 . 
Total Tonnage 67,732,700 50,986,l.~9 
CHAPTER VIII 
DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIQNS 
The study area has col)siderable p9tential f<>r both 'la:c:ge anc;lsmall• 
scale mining ventures. Th~ development of,individual mining operations 
is, of cou:rs.e, dependent upon economic return.·. In evaluating return on. 
inve1;1tmex;its, the recoverable reserves within.each.individual pro~pect,. 
the choice of mining method and machinery, and t:i;-ansportation are chief 
considerations •• Marke.tab:f,lity is a .fourth consideration and is .not con-
sidered, separately.with the limited scope 9f this study, but is assumed. 
to be established. 
]?rospective Areas 
Figure 24 .shows the areal di.st;ribution. of strippable reserves. · The· 
most lucrative areas are in.t;he Porum.and Stigler synclines. R9ughly 50 
percent .of the total strippable .rese~es are located along t17,e southern 
or eastern flan.k of these struct;urai features. Other smaller areas con-, . . . . 
tain sufficien~ reserves to warrant further conside:i;-~tion. The areas 
eas.t of Kanima and northwest of Warner as well as th!! · co~tinqous band 
a\ong the.south flank of the Cowlington syncline appear worthy of addi-
tional expl9ration. Reserves in the southwest corner of the.study area 
aro1,1nd Kinta are f.!,1rther removed from the .navigation system .and appear 
9nly marginally acceptable as a·prospe~t. 
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Mining 
Mining operations are presently underway at two locations within 
the study area: the Garland Coal and Mining Company is operat:l,.ng north-
east of Stigler in Sec. 33, T 10 N, R 21 E, and the Sierra Coal Corpora-
tion is operating northeast of Porum in Sec. '13, T 11 N, R 19 E. Both 
operators are using drfgline excavators; the Garland operation is using 
an electric-powered Bucyrus-Erie dragline with a 30 cu yd bucket (Fig. 
25); the Sierra operation is excavating with two Bucyrus-Erie diesel-,-
po¥ered draglines with 14.cu yd buckets. Diesel-powere4 units are·most· 
appropriately used where job 1:1.fe is comparatively short, where frequent 
long distance moves are necessitated, or where power cable handling is 
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impractical (Rumfelt, 1968). 
The only serious possible competitor to the dragline in this·area 
would be power shovels, Although power shovels are more efficien.t; they 
would.be at a disadvantage in the study area for two reasons because of 
the fact .that shovels must operate within.the pit: (1) present-day 
front-e~d designs limit the stripping depth capability and.the ability 
to construct spoil'piles, whereas, equivalent overburden depths can be 
handled with much sm.!3.ller. capacity draglines; and (2) operation of .large 
shovels eith~r on the coal or illllllediately above might result.in damage 
to the coal or reduce recoverability where coal is thin and the .under-
cl,ay is soft. 
Loading.is accomplished by a small shovel (Fig. 26) at the Garland 
pit an4 by.front-.end loader at the.Sierra pit. In both cases, the coa:J. 
is trucked to. embarkation points. on the ·Arkansas River Navigation Sys-
tem. 
fig, 25.-Bucyrus-Erie electric pow-
ered dragline with 30 cu, 
yd bucket used by the 
Garland Coal and Mining 
Company in Haskell County 
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Fi g, 26.-Diesel-powered shovel used for loading coal . 
into trucks at the Gar1and mining operation 




The study area is serv.ed by four state highways, three federal high-
ways, one inters.tate highway~ one . railroad,. and. the Kerr-McClellan Arkan-
sas River Navigation System. These are.shown in Figure 24, 
The low cost, high volume transportation afforded by the.Arkansas 
River Navigation ,System b the most it\lportant .. econc;,mic consideration in 
this study.and is one,of the primary factors in the increasing interest 
in.coal reserves.in this area. The act,ual barge channels are.not sqown· 
in ·Figure. 24. Tile main · channel run~ the , length .of . Robe,;t S. Kerr . Reser- · 
voir. A second chaAnei extends from the main cllannel up the Sans Bois 
arm of Robert S. Kerr Reservoir to just west of Keota. Coal loading 
facilities are located 2 1/2 mi west of · Keqta in Sect' 15, .T 9 N, R 22 E; 
and.1/4 mi north of.Webbers Falls:in Sec. 18, T 18 N, ·R 21 ~. The fa-
cilities at tllese. two locations. are owned by the Garland _Coal and Mining 
Company and the Sierra Coal .Corporation, respectively. Mining prospects 
located nort~ of the Ganad,ian River can be served by the loading facility 
at Webbers Falls, while.those south of the Canad~,iin River can be served 
by the.facility at Keota. 
The Midland Valley Railroad exte~4s southward :fr~m Muskogee, through 
Warner and :Porum, then eastward through Stigler and Keota,· Until re-
cently, th~s railroaq. was useg. for.shipping.coal mineq near McCurtain 
from the Hartshorne seam. The lower.cost .of ·barge tr~n1;1port places the 
railroacl at a. deeidedly comp.etitive .disad.vantage. 
The state, ·federal, an~ interstate highways are shown in Figure 24, 
All are hard surfaced, all...weather,roads, adequate ·for trucking coal to 
J,.qading facilities along the.navigation system, 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY ·.AND CONC:LUSIONS 
Rocks that crop out .within the. study area are Desmoinesian and· 
Atokan Series, Pennsylvanian·System. The·studied interval includes the 
middle 2/3 of the McAlestet; Formation of the Krebs Group. The studied . 
portion of the.McAlester Formation thickens southward and eastward from 
less than 150 ft in the extreme northwest .. part of the study area to 
about 500 ft in.the southern and eastern part of the ·study at;ea, The 
stratigraphic.section i~ predominantly shale, Thin.sandstones and per-
sistent .sandy facies are present in subordinant amounts.. Extremely thin, 
local limestones are·present but are stratigraphically unimportant, 
The shale sequences within ti\e study interval are not named. They 
are primarily marin~ as evideI).ced.by marine fauna. Some are silty or. 
inter laminated with silt and are .. interpreted as prodelta units. Others 
contain.abundant woody material and.root disturbed zones'and are inter-
preted as mat;sh or;swamp deposits. 
The sandstonesare·quite.variable in characteristics; but all·are 
coll)lllonly feldspar~ an4 lithic,rich quartzarenites •. Most are well sorted 
and fine-grained except th~ upper Warner channel sequence, which is 
medium.,-grained and moderate to well ·sorted, Erosional.bases are·common 
to the lenticular channel sandstones. and gradational bas.es are common to· 
the thin bedded sandstones. Sedimentary strqctures include small-scale 
andmedium-scalecross-bedding, initial dip, current and oscillation 
64 
ripple.marks, occasional streak and parting lineation, and burrows. 
The overall general paleocurrent trend is east-southeastward. The 
Warner and Lequire Sandstones represent two sequences of distal delta-
lobe progradation eastward from the s1.,Jbsurface "Booch Delta". The upper 
Warner sand st cine facies is an alluvial sequE:!nce deposited .. during maximum 
regression. The Tamaha and Cameron Sandstones were deposite4, in a shal-
low marine environment. 
The development of coals and U"Q.derclays, ·including the widespread 
Stigler coal, on marine sha.le surfaces suggests periodic, abrupt.sea 
+evel.changes. 
Three periods.of structural development seem evident: (1) basin 
subsidence, probably characterized by growth faulti:ng, (2) folding, 
during periods of compressive stress during the Ouachita orogeny, (3) 
normal faulting, during: regional uplift in Permian or post..:.Permian time. 
The Stigler coa:J. is a remarkably uniform, widespread, banded coal. 
Analyses ind~cate the Stigler coal over the entire study.area is of the 
bituminous class. Three groups are represented: low volatile bitumin-
ous, medium volatile bituminous, and high,volatile .A bituminous. 
Vitra,in is the.most.abundant and the most'easily recognized com-
ponent. Vitrain.usua+ly accounts for over 80 perce.nt of the.components. 
The remainder is primarily attritus. A few chips and wedges are.tenta-
tively identified as fusain. 
The· maximum and minimull) recqrded thic.knesses . of the Stigler coal 
within the study area are 32 and 11 inches, respectively. The reasons 
for thickness distribution and local variations .were indeterminable· due 
to the limited data. 
Sulfur content of the Stigler coal varies from less than l/2 of 1 
65 
percent to slightly over 5 percent. Where sulfur content is high, sul-
fur occurs in nodules, lenses, and finely disseminated microbands of 
pyrite. 
Ash content of the Stigler coal varies from 2.6 to 11.6 percent. 
The distribution of ·ash cl:osely parallels that of sulfuJ;'. 
Estimated strippablE!. reserves of the Stigler coal iri place total 
nearly 64 million tons •. Using an.80 percent recoverability factor, over 
50 million tons of. coal could be produced, Utilization .suitability in-:-
cludes gasification, steam generation, and coke and coke·by'"'."products 
manufacturing, based, in order'- on decte~sing sulfur content; 
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APPENDIX B 




LOCALITY.· MINE, ETC. 
LAB. NO! KIND2 COND~ 
MOIS- TILE FIXED 
.TURE MAT- CARBON 
TER 
I 2 3 ' 5 6 7 
HASKELL COUNTY 
'Stigler, l aile northeast of; 17646 A l 1,5 27.6 67,0 
Turner Bros, strip pit. 2 -- 28.0 68.o 
2 ailes from; H, A, Turner 26323 B l 3.8 27,1 66.6 
strip pit (north end of 2 --- 28.2 69.2 
pit). 3 --- 29.0 71.0 
3 miles northeast of sec, 5, T 9 30344 A l 3,1 26.1 66.2 
N, R 21 E; strip pit (face of 2 -- 26.9 68.4 
workings). 
3 miles east of; ACllle strip pit A3085 A l 3,6 26,9 . 66.2 
( face of coal in Pit) , 2 -- 27,9 68,9 
7 miles northeast of; Garland B88502 A l 2,4 25.7 67.0 
strip pit (850 feet nortli, 2 o.6 26.2 68.2 
350 feet east of SW corner of 3 --- 27.7 72.3 
sec, 26, T 10 N, R 21 E). 
Same (150 feet north, 25 feet B88503 A l 2.5 25.8 68,3 
west of SE corner of NW f, 2 0,7 26.3 69,5 
SW f sec, 26, T 10 N, R 21 E). 3 -- 27,5 72.5 
Same (125 feet south, 1,020 feet B88;o4 ,. 1 2.8 25.6 67,9 
west of SE corner of NW t 2 o.6 26.1 69,5 
sec, 26, T 10 N, R 21 E), 3 --- 27.3 72,7 
Same (175 feet north, 390 feet B88505 A 1 2.0 24.9 66.9 
east of SW corner of NW f 2 o.8 25.2 67.7 
sec. 26, T 10 N, R 21 E), 3 - 27.1·• 72.9 
Same (16o feet north, 1,186feet B88506 A 1 2.5 25.1 68.9 
west of . SE come:i;- of NE i- 2 o.8 25.6 70,1 ... 
. sec. 27, T 10 N, 21 E). 3 26.7 73,3 ---
Same (Composite of saaples B88507 A 1 2.5 25.3 67,9 
B88502 to B88506, inclusive). 2 o.8 25.8 69,0 
3 --- 27,2 72.8 
ULTIMATE4 
ASH s H c N 0 
a 9 10 11 12 13 
3.9 o.6 -- -- -- ---
4,0 o.6 - --- -- ---
2.5 o.6 5.2 83.1 1.9 6,7 
2.6 0,7 5.0 ·86.4 2,0 3.3 
--- 0,7 5.1 88,7 2.0 3,5 
4.6 0,7 -- ---- --- -4,7 0,7 --- ---- --- ---
3,3 0.7 -- --- - --
3,4 0 •. 8 -- --- -- --
4.9 0.5 -- -- ---. 
5.0 0.5 -- --- --- ------ 0.5 --- --- -- ---
3,4 o.6 --- --- -- ---
3.5 o.6 --- --- -- ----- o,6 --- --- --- --
3,7 0.7 --- ---- --- ---
3,8 -0,7 -- --- --- ----- o.8 --- ---- -- --
6.2 0,4 5.0 81.2 1.8 5,4 
6.3 0,5 4,9 82.2 1.8 4,3 --- 0.5 5.2 88.4 1.9 4.0 
3.5 1.0 --- ---- --- --
3,5 1.1 --- . --- - ---- 1.1 - ---- ~-- -
4.3 0,7 5.2 82.4 1.8 5,6 







" 15 16 
0.3 8,172 14,710 -- 8,294 14,930 
3,1 8,133 14,64o --- 8,450 15,210 · --- 8,678 15,620 
2.1 7, 97.2 14,350. --- 8,228 14,810 · 
2~8 8,056 14,500 
---- 8,350 15,030 
1.8 ----- 14,36<> --- ----- 14,620 --- ----- 15,490 
1.8 ----- 14,68o -- ----- 14,950 --- ---- 15,6oo 
2.2 ----- 14,64o --- --- 14,970 --- --- 15,66o 
1.2 ---- 14,26o -- --- 14,440 --- ----- 15,540 
1.8 --- 14,690 --- 14,950 --- ----- 15,630 
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HASKELL COUNTY-continued 
Stigler, 12 miles.no+i;heast ofr 
Garland Coal and Mining Co, 
strip pit, composite of face 
JOO yards and 45() ;yards from. 
west end of pit, . 
Kaniu,j alle east of; Kanima 
Consolidated No, l mine, 
Face of main entry, 8.5() fe"t 
from mouth of slope, · 
Kanima, 2 111les eastof1 Headly 
mine (face in strip pit), 
Tamaha, 3 t miles froil; f].oyd 
Nunnally strip pit. NE i 
sec. 9, T 10 N, R 22 E. {at 
face of pit), 
SW f sec, 19, T 11 N, R 22 ·E, 
abandoned Old Slope mine 
(near mouth of slope). 
Whitefield, 1 t miles southwest of; 
sec, 24, T 9 N, R 19 E, Ligon 
strip pit {face of workings), 
LEFLORE COUNTY 
Roberts. Kerr.Lock and Dam, Core 
611 SE t sec, 8, T 10 N, R 24 
E, upper part of core, 
Same {Lower part of core), 
MCINTOSH COUNTY 
Wamer, 5 miles northwest of; 
outcrop in stream bed, NV SW 
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6.1 I 3:8 _.,-- ,--- ,- _,-- 12.1 :6,3 4.0 --· --- - -- --
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8,1 3,6 . -- - -- --- ---
2.511,4 
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2,1:.,0 I 123 
7,933 I i4,280 . 12 •. 2.so 1193 ... 8., 184 14, 730 · --
7,406113,3:.,0·11,9201193 
7~ 8J3 14,100 --- . , .. 
8,012114,SJO 
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MUSKOGEE COUNTY i 
! 
Porum, 3 t miles northeast of; A23'791 B 1 2.3 J0,5 6o.6 6.6 3.7 5,5 77,8 1~5 4,9 1.0 7,839 14,110 2,)40 411 
T .11 N, R 20 E, Trojan Coal 2 -- 31.2 62.0 6.8 3.8 5.4 79.6 1.5 2.9 --- 8,022 14,440 -- l Co. mine (face of stripping). 3 --- 33.5 66.5 - 4.1 5.8 8.5.4 1.6 3.1 --- 8,6o6 1.5,490 -- - .l--' 
6 miles northeast of; Trojan Coal 171 D 1 2.8 29.2 59.6 8.4 3.8 --- ---- -- -- 2.2 7,6.50 13,?80: - .51' 
Co. strip pit, composite of1 2 --- 30.0 61.4 8.6 3.9 --- ---- -- -- -- ?,8?5. 14,l?O ----Face at middle of pit and face 
at point JOO yards east of 
middle of pit. - _, - - -~ -- - .. i ·------' . ----· 
3 miles south of; abandoned-strip J-86o63 c 1 5.8 --- ---- --- --- -- --- -- --- -- ----- -- u 
pit, NW NE NW sec. 35, T 10 N, 2 --- 29.7 67.5 2.8 o.4 --- ---- --- --- --- --- 12,800 ----R 19 E, Sample 1. 
Same, Sallple 2. J-86062 c 1 5.8 ---- ---- ---- -- --- ---- -- --- -- ---- ---- ---- u . 2 --- 29.4 67.9 2.7 o.4 -- ---- -- --- --- ---- 12,?.50 --
1 mile northeast of; SW t sec. 1 2.7 JQ.4 55.6 11.3 4.9 --- ---- -- -- -- ----- 13,21.5 - c 
36, T 11 N, R 19 E, core hole. 2 --- 31.2 57.2 11,6 5,1 --- ---- --- --- - ----- 13,580 ---
1Laboratory number. Bureau of Mines suples were analyzed at the Pittsburg laboratory. Samples collected by Moose and Rutherford were analyzed 
in the laboratory of the Department of Chemistry, University of Oklahoma. 
2Figures in column 3 represent the agency or individual collecting the samples, A, mine sample collected by an engineer of the Bureau of Mines; 
B, mine sample collected by a geologist of the u. S. Geological Survey; C, sample collected by author for this report; D, sllll.ple collected by 
J. E, Moose and w. R. Rutherford, July 3 to 11, 1928. 
3eondition of sa.mple; 1, as received; 2, dried at 105° C; 3, moisture and ash free. 
4iiead1ngs of columns for ultimate analysis are standard atomic SYJllbols; sulfur, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and OJCYgen, respectively~ 
5Softening temperature, Figures in this column represent the temperature at which the cone of coal ash fused to a spherical lump when heated in_ 
the furnace in a slightly reducing atmosphere, 
6 . -. 
References, Figures in column 18 represent the Bureau of Mines Bulletins 123 and 193, Technical Paper 411, Oklahoma Geological Survey Bulle- · 
tins .51 and 67, in which may be found the description of the section of the bed f'rom which the sample was taken. Figures U and C indicate · · ' 
unpublished analyses by the Bureau of Mines on S!Lllples collected by the author f'or this report, or a conf'idential source, respectively. -- - -,- _:-
00 
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LOCATION THICKNESS SOURCE! REF. 2 · (INCHES) 
HASKELL COUNTY 
T 7 N, R 19 E NE NE NW 12· 12 outcrop WPA 
T 7 N, R 20 E SE SW NE 1 22 outcrop WPA 
R 8 N, R 19 E CW L 35 22 borehole 67 
NE SE NW 35 25 do., 67 
SE NW NW 36 . 18 do. 67 
NE NE NW 36 16 do. 67 
T 8 N, R 20 E SW SE NE 12 18 outcrop WPA 
SE SW SW 13 16 borehole, 67 
NW .SE SE 13 18 do. 67 
SW SW SE 21 17 do. 67 
SW NW SW 22 16 do. 67 
NW NE SW 22 12 do. 67 
SW SE NE 22 13 do. 67 
NW SE NW 23 16 do. 67 
SW NW NE 23 18 do. 67 
SW NE NE 23 16 do •. 67 
NW NE NW 24 · 14 do. 67 
NW NW NW 28 17 do. 67 
NE NW NW 28 12 do. 67 
NW SW NE 29 18 do. 67 
NW NW NE 29 17 do. 67 
NE NE NE 29 20 do. 67 
NW SWSW 30 17 do. 67 
NW NW SE 30 14 do. 67 
T 8 N, R 21 E. NW NE SE 11 17 Core D-16 K-M 
NW NE NW 12 23 Core D-13 K-M 
SW NW SW 18 18 borehole 67 
SW SE NW 18. 18 do. 67 
NW NW NE 18 16 do. 67 
NW SE NW 20 14 outcrop WPA 
SE SE SW 22 14 Core D-5 K-M 
SE NE NE 28 19 borehole 67 
NW SW NE 28 18 do. 67 
NW NW NW 28 18 do. 67 
SE NW NW ~9 20 do. 67 
NW NE NW 29 18 do, 67 
SW NE NE 29 18 do. 67 
T 8 N, R 22 ~ SE NW NW 2 16.5 borehole 67 
SE SW NW 2 18 do. 67 
NW NW SW 2 18 do. 67 
NW SE SE 3 17 do. 67 
90 
LOCATION THICKNESS SOURC.E1 REF. 2 (INCHES) 
T 8 N, R 22 E SW SW· SE 3 18 1:,orehole 67 
C S L 8 27 do. 67 
NW SW SW 9· 16 do, 67 
NE NE SW 9 20 do. 67 
SE SE NE 9 18 do. 67 
NE.NW SW 17 17 do. 67 
! 9 N, R 19 E SE SW SE 10 18 outcrop WPA 
SW NW SW 24 18 do~ WPA 
T 9 N; ~-20 'E NE SW NE 17 22 1Uine WPA 
T 9 N, R 21 E · NE NE NW 4 22 outcrop 67 
SE NW NE 4 18 mine 67 
SE SE NW 4. 24 borehole 67 
SE·,sw NW 4 24 do. 67 
NW NW SW 4 24 do. · 67 
SW NW SW 4 23 do. 67 
SW SE·SE 5 22 (lo• 67 
SWSW SE 5 24 do, 67 
NW NE NW 8,, 24 do.: 67 
NWNWNW 8 24 do. · 67 
SW NW NW 8 22 do~ . 67 
T 9 N, R 22 E SE S'W NW 3 17 outcrop 67 
SW NE SE 4 25 do. 67 · 
NW NE NE 7 24 mine 67 
SW NE NW a 24 do, 67 
SE NW NW.17 20 do,,: 67 
SE NE NE 24 26 borehole 67 · 
SW SE. SW 24' 29 do. 67 
SW SW SW 24 22 do. 67 
NW NW SE 26 28 do. 67 
SW SE SW 26 13. do~.·· 67 · 
NWNW SE·34 17 .5 · do. 67 
SE SE. SE 34 18 do. 67 
SE NW NW 35 22 do. 67 
NW SW NW·35 12.s do •. 67 
NE NW SW 35 17. outcrop 67 
T 9 N, R 23 E SE NW NW 17 17 outer.op 67 
NE SE NE 18 13 borehole 67 
SW NW SE 18 19.5 do. 67. 
T 10 N, R 20 E NW NE SE 13 27 outcrop 67 
NW NW NW 24 · 26 do. 67 
NE NW SW 26 23 do. 67 
T 10 N, R 21 E SE SE NE 13 31 bo.rehole 67 
LOCATION THICKNESS SOURCE1 REF. 2 (INCHES) 
T 10 N, R 2l·E SE SW NE 13 30 borehole 67 
NW NW SE 13 27 do. 67 
NE SE SW 13 31 do. 67 
SE SE SW 13 28 do. · 67 
NW SE SW 13 28 do. 67 
NW SW SW 13 28 do. 67 
SW NW NE 23 30 do. 67 
SW NE NE 23 31 do. 67 
NE NE NE 23 · 31 q.o, 67 
SE ,SW NW 26 23 outcrop 67 
NE SW SW 26 23 do. 67 
SE NW NE 27 23 do. 67 
NW SW NE 27 27 boreb,ole 67 
SE SE NW 27 24 do. 67 
SW NW SE,27 28 do. 67 
SE NW SE 27 30 do~ 67 
NE NE SE 27 27 ou~crop 67 
SE SE SW 33 24 borehole 67 
SE SE NW 34, 25 ot,1tc:rop 67 
T 10 N, R 22 E NW NW NE 5 28 borehole 67 
NW NE ·NW 5 30 do. ·· 67 · 
NE SW NW 5 30 do, 67 
SW SW NW 5 30 do, 67 · 
NE NE SE 6 29 do. 67 
SW NESE 6 29 do, · 67 · 
NW SW SE· 6 28 do, · 67 
NE SE NW 7 29 do. 67 
SW SW NE· 7 32 do. 67 
SE NW SE 7 28 do, 67 
NW SE SE 7 30 do, . 67 
NW SW SE 7 28 do. 67 · 
SW SW NW 9 25 outcrop 67 
NW NE NE 9 26 do, 67 
NW NE NW 13 19 do, · 67 · 
NE SE NE 14 20 q.o • 67 
SE SE NW 15 24 do, 67 
. NE SE SE 16 19 do . 67 
NE NW NE 17 24 do. 67 
NE NW NE 18 31 borehole 67 
SE NE NW 18 30 do. 67 
NW SE NW 18 31. do, 67 
NW SW NW 18 31 do, 67 
T 10 N, R 23 E NW NW SW 18 20 outcrop 67 
T 11 N, R 21 E SW SW NW 36 26 outcrop 67 
T 11 N, R 22 E SW SE SE 19 25 outcrop 67 
92 
LOCATION THICKNESS SOURCE1 REF. 2 (INCHES) 
T 11 N, R 22 E NE NE SE 30 25 borehole. 67 
NW NW NE31 29 do. 67 
SW SW SE 32 28 do. 67 
SE SW SE 32 27 do. 67 
SW SE SE 32 27 do •. 67 
SE SW SW 34 29 outcrop 67 
T 11 N, R 21 E SW SW NW 36 26 · outcrop 67 
T 11 N, R 22 E SW SE SE 19 25 outcrop 67 
NE; NE SE 30 25 borehole 67 
NW NW NE 31 29 do. 67 
SW SW SE 32 28 do. 67 
SE SW SE·32 27 do. 67 
SW SE SE 32 27 do. 67 
SE SW SW 34 29 outcrop 67 
LE FLORE COUNTY 
T 10 N, R 24 E SE SE SE 8 24 Core 32 CE 
SE SW SE 26 20 outcrop 68 
McINTOSH COUNTY 
T 12 N, R 18 E NW SW SW 2 11 outcrop u 
T 11 N, R 18 E NE SW NE 3 8 outcrop u 
MUSKOGEE COUNTY 
T 11 N, R 19 E SW SW NW 27 17 outcrop 57 
SE SE·SE 11· 21 borehole·. sec 
SE SE NE 11 19 do. sec 
SE SE SW 12 21 do. sec 
Ce~ter J,.3 22 do. sec 
Center 14 19 do. sec 
SW SWNW 14 18 do. sec 
SE NE SE 15 19 do. sec 
T 12 N, R 19 E SW NW NW.17 18 outcrop 5,7 
SE SE NW 17 14 do. 57 
C N L 18 18 do. 57 
93 
LOCATION THICKNESS SOURCE1 REF.2 (INCHES) 
T 10 N, R 19 E SE SE SE 1 24 borehole sec 
CW L 1 18 do. sec 
C EL 12 26 do. sec .. 
Center 12 22 do. sec 
NW SE NE 13 22 do I sec 
NE SW SW 26 19 outcrop 57 
SE SE SE 27 16 do I 57 
NE. NE NW 35 17 do. u 
SE NW 35 18 mine 57 
T 11 N, R 20 E c S L 18 24 borehole. sec 
SW SE NE 25 25 do. sec 
SE SE SE 25 22 do. sec 
SW SE SE 36 22 do. sec 
1 . 
Source refers to the, type of exposure where the coal was·measured, 
Three types of exposure are listed as outcrop: strip pit face, prospect', 
and natural outcrop. Mine ref~rs to a drift .or slope·type of underground 
mining operatton, Core.followed by a number ind~cates a particular core 
hole designation by the operator. 
2References: ,Numbers in this column refer to Oklahoma. Geological 
Survey Bulletin1::1 57, 67, and 68. Letter symbols are as follows: WPA, 
State Mineral Survey, WPA project 65-65-538, sponsored and directed by 
the Oklahoma Geological Suryey, 1936; K-M, unpublished measurement by 
Kerr~McGee Corporation; CE, measurement by the U.S, Army Corps of 
Engineers; sec, unpublished me,asurement by Sierra Coal Corporation; U, 
u~published measurement by the author, 
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